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READING AND TEACIDNG READING IN A SECONDARY
CONTENT READING CLASSROOM AT A TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTION: RESURRECTING WILLY WMAN
by
Alan A. Block

As an institution of higher learning, University of Wisconsin-Stout has traditionally
defined its mission as one which emphasizes industrial education, home economics and
career development, and espouses a belief in practical, "hands-on" instruction. These
mandates can be seen throughout Stout's history as recounted in the three-volume
centennial edition, Adventures in Innovation: The First 100 Years (1991). Stout Manual
Training School, as UW-Stout was known at its first founding in 1891, was called by
President Charles Kendall Adams of the State University of Wisconsin "the best manual
training school in the country and probably the best in the world" (Interpreting the Dream,
1991, p. 4). The inclusion of a kindergarten teacher training program in 1899 brought
teacher education to Stout where it has remained to this day, informed, however, as it must
be by the traditional curricular concerns of Stout -- industry and technology and home
economics. President Fryklund, in 1955, fearing changes in curriculum at the institution
declared that

Stout has held to its two basic majors for more than 50 years despite
occasional regional pressure that we expand into academic areas. By
concentrating on the two majors we have been able to study our problem and
constantly improve our work .... Stout has no plans for academic majors.
We wish to concentrate on Stout's traditional assignment with supporting
academic offerings (Interpreting the Dream, 1991, p. 85).
During the 1960s, President Micheels, believing that it was necessary "to build on our
strengths and strengthen our weaknesses" (Interpretin~ the Dream, 1991, p. 107), added
Applied Art and Math to the two traditional courses of study, Home Economics and
Applied Science and Technology. And though the School of Liberal Studies was also added
during Micheels' tenure, the concentration of the institution remained focused on the
practice of a technological and business-oriented education. Present Chancellor Charles
Sorenson has seen "no pressing need for a dramatic change in the Mission of UW-Stout,"
though he believes that the university must change its emphasis if it is to continue to meet
the changing needs of business and industry. "Since its founding," Sorenson noted, "Stout
has had a valued tradition of meeting industry needs" (Interpreting the Dream, 1991, p. 159,
emphasis added).
It is in fulfilling those needs that Stout's teacher-education programs were originally
conceptualized and are presently practiced: they are organized to prepare teachers who will
be capable of training students for the demands of the changing landscape of the
marketplaces of the United States. Teacher education at Stout has been traditionally
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informed by the technological discourse for and by which it functions, and teachers are
conceived as requiring training similar to that designed for those headed for careers in
industry and business. Course work is conceived, and -- often as a result of the mandates
of the Department of Public Instruction -- developed, to satisfy these ends. Teacher
education at UW-Stout is tied historically to the training of teachers "in manual training and
domestic economy since the demand for teachers in those fields would be great and
Menomonie was the best place to train them" (Agnew, 1991, p. 94). As they would train,
so they ought to be trained. At Stout, then, the traditional liberal arts curriculum, "that
hopefully could provide the background and dispositions that allow students to begin to
think critically about their lives and their society, are 'effectively' transformed into 'career
oriented' ... courses that prepare students for the jobs ahead of them" (Reynolds, 1989, p.
36). And thus, the requirement that all students desiring teacher certification enroll in at
least one three-credit course in the pedagogy of reading seems, to some in various
disciplines, as a pedagogy of the mechanics of and for the textbook, and to others as, at best,
superfluous and/or incongruous to their disciplines. Furthermore, as of 1992, all secondary
teachers of marketing education, technology education, and home economics education in
Wisconsin must take a total of six credit hours in reading and language arts. And so, as one
would expect, to many prospective teachers, reading is perceived as yet another
technological skill for which there is a prescribed sequence of sub-skills which will lead to
competence in reading that will make possible the efficient consumption of the textbook.
For teaching these particular reading skills there are tried methodologies which they as
future teachers have but to learn to practice. Indeed, reading is conceptualized more as a
concatenation of skills than an original process of thought. Finally, in this pedagogy, reading
is approached as a process without reference to context; it is a technique for extracting
material from text -- which I suspect, like strip mining, leaves the earth, the originary text,
lifeless and empty. For many Stout teachers-in-preparation, there is a subject content which
is to be taught for the sake of career opportunities, and there is reading which is a skill to
be utilized in this quest, but which does not itself require conceptualization. Reading is
solely what you do with the textbook, and reading courses ought to provide methods for
facilitating the textbook's use. Reading teachers and, of course, English teachers might be
held accountable for teaching reading, but content area teachers, especially technological
content area teachers, ought not to be held accountable for reading instruction per se. As
one marketing education student announced in the midst of our discussion, "But I'm not
teaching reading." And yet ...
I believe that teaching people to read the textbook and teaching people to read might
be conceptualized as separate and distinct activities, whose means and ends can be quite
opposed. The former is usually a component of a developmental reading program which
aims to "approach the limit of each pupil's capacity" (Smith, Otto, Hansen, 1988, p. 5), while
the latter holds that "the reader, whether proficient or beginner, is a user of language [who]
during the reading process . . . responds to a graphic display, physically no more than
patterned ink blotches, and works at reconstructing a message encoded in the graphic
display by the writer" (Goodman in Smith, 1973, p. 159). This statement attests to an
understanding of the reading process which begins with an understanding of language and
how it works, and which admits to an intimate relation between language and thought.
Reading is, in the words of John Mayher (1990), a transactional process, a process in which
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both reader and text are changed. Knowledge cannot be acquired from the text, but must
be produced in the engagement with it.
While the former pedagogy aims for a "use of reading . . . to pursue and acquire
knowledge through the study of texts" (Vacca and Vacca, 1989, p. 3), the latter recognizes
reading as only possible as a result of knowledge. The former uses reading to get
knowledge, the latter recognizes reading as the production of knowledge. Reading to learn
and learning to read are understood in the latter as identical and commensurate processes,
and, thus, it is posited that the focus of pedagogy of reading classes should be not in
methodologies of and for reading, but in theories concerning the psychological activities
which form and inform the reading process. I hold with Frank Smith that in all reading
classes generally and in our Secondary Content Reading Classes specifically, " ... teachers
[and prospective teachers] should not expect to be told what to do," but rather must learn
to question many of the things that they are traditionally counseled to do in curriculum
courses. Secondary content reading courses ought to suggest "how the ideal conditions for
learning to read might be approached" (Smith, 1973, p. 183), based on an understanding of
the nature of reading as learning and learning as reading. Establishing reading as central
to curriculum seemed to me necessary as a corrective to a traditional Stout view of the
reading course as yet another technology. Indeed, my own pedagogical goal was to situate
reading as even preliminary to curriculum, and I began to focus my Secondary Reading and
Language Arts class to that purpose.
Yet, having taught this class before, and appreciating Stout's history, I understood
that the class was occupied by students whose major concentrations were marketing
education, technology education, special education, home economics education and art
education. Each student had a special affinity for, and expertise in, their particular
concentration; each had specific ideas about the practice of teaching, and all were skeptical
of the role of the reading course as anything but a facilitator for encouraging -- at best -textbook reading. As a first, situating assignment I asked students to consider why they
wanted to be a teacher, what they wanted their students to learn, and what role reading
might play in these goals. Nor surprisingly, all students avowed an interest in working with
children, all wanted students to learn what they had to teach them, and all felt that the
textbook and related articles were the place and purpose for reading. At some later point
it might be interesting to explore the contradictions implicit in these separate goals, but it
is sufficient for now to note that each and every student desired to learn how to encourage
students to read the textbook assignments which would be intended to supplement teacherlectures.
I wanted students to recognize that people learn to read by reading; people learn by
reading. This mantra represents the reading process even as it describes the fruits of that
process -- the production of knowledge as driven by that process itself. "Reading does not
consist merely of decoding the written work or language; rather, it is preceded by and
intertwined with knowledge of the world ... The understanding attained by critical reading
of a text implies perceiving the relationship between text and context" (Freire and Macedo,
1987, p. 29). Rather than identifying knowledge as the particular subject material covered
in traditional curricula in the particular concentrations of our particular majors at Stout, I
wanted students to consider knowledge as a social construction only made possible in a
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social framework. The decontextualized sterility of the textbook and/or teacher lectures
offered technologies masquerading as knowledge, but not the liberating processes of literacy
which reading ought to be. Indeed, the fragmentation into the reified disciplines which my
students' thinking reproduced serves finally to deny reading by professing specialized
knowledge. As Michael Apple notes, "textbooks signify -- through their content and form -particular constructions of reality, particular ways of selecting and organizing that vast
universe of possible knowledge. They embody what Raymond Williams called the selective
tradition -- someone's selection, someone's vision of legitimate knowledge and culture, one
that in the process of enfranchising one's group's cultural capital disenfranchises another's"
(Apple, 1990, p. 20). I wanted to return reading -- and learning -- to the active center of
knowledge production, and to remind students that knowledge occurs in their transactions
with the heterogeneous world and is not represented in the product of the retrieval of what
had previously been deposited into them, material which has been acquired outside of, and
organized specifically for them. I wanted students to recognize that reading instruction is
best accomplished by reading itself, and that reading is made possible by pre-existing
cognitive structures which can be developed by "adding to what we already know," that
learning and reading are identical processes. Reading, says Smith, "might be defined as
thought that is stimulated and directed by written language" (Smith, 1988, p. 20). On the
one hand I wanted to legitimate what students already knew -- about their world, their
particular subject interests and reading. But, on the other hand, I wanted to suggest that
specialized study in particular disciplines facilitated by a technology of reading creates not
critically educated learners, but myopic, limited consumers who would become, in Henry
Giroux's phrase, "clerks of the Empire" (Giroux, 1988, p. 91). · I wanted to offer an
experience that would present reading as a means of learning, in a context which occurred
outside the traditional course substance, and which promoted "not the preparation of a
repertoire of knowledge or skills that might come in useful in time to come" (Smith, 1990,
p. 43), but, rather, an understanding of the reading process which would proclaim "how
almost any abstract representation of information -- a traffic sign, a meter reading in the
laboratory, or spoken words themselves -- are evaluated and understood. It would be to
know how people make sense of the welter of information from the environment and
themselves with which they are constantly bombarded" (Huey, 1908; 1968, p. 6). It would
be a discussion of literacy, and the role of reading in it. And I wanted to do this without
the use of advocacy of a textbook, for I believe that the agendas of such texts deny literacy.
I chose Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman as a first assignment to Education 421-582,
Reading and Language Arts-Secondary.
I do not mean to do an exegetical analysis of Miller's contemporary drama, though
one student asked after the first session if our time in this class might be considered "as like
a regular English class, where we read and discuss books." (This comment was revealing;
what were they doing in classes other than English if they were not at least some of the time
reading and discussing books?) But it is necessary to explore the play in some manner in
order to offer some rationale for its inclusion as a piece of a curriculum. Death of a
Salesman is a portrayal of Arthur Miller's vision of post-World War II America. It is a
characterization of his conception of a particular American family pursuing life amidst the
dreams made possible in the United States. It is the story of Willy Loman, a salesman upon
whom hard times have fallen professionally, personally and environmentally. Willy is, I
emphasize, a salesman, and it is that position that both informs and is informed by his
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capacity as a business person, a father, a husband, a son, a brother and a friend, among
other roles that he chooses and is constrained to play. Whether Willy's beliefs are
representative American ideology is irrelevant at this juncture: Willy as a business person,
Willy as a salesperson, cannot be discussed outside of his other life-roles.
But the world in which Willy and his family functions -- its ideologies as the Lomans
understand and express them -- has influence upon their choices, and neither Willy nor his
family can be discussed without including in that discussion the world in which the family
is situated, which influences them and upon which they have influence. For example, Willy
Loman is not very successful as a salesperson; but his failure can only be understood in the
entire context of success and failure regarding work and its functions as this is presented in
the play. Though Willy is not a good salesman, he is an excellent carpenter and mason, and
his son, Biff, is happiest in occupations which require manual labor. But for reasons which
need to be explored, neither seriously considers manual work as a potential profession. The
idea of work is a central issue is Death of a Salesman.
Indeed, no character in the play may be discussed outside the entire context in which
they may appear. Willy is a member of a family, consisting of himself, his wife, Linda, and
his two sons, Biff and Happy. He is also a son and a brother. So, too, are Biff and Happy
sons and brothers. Both families, that of Willy's past and present, have a dynamic which is
both producer and product of particular conditions presented in the play. As a structure,
the Loman family -- both Willy's past and present -- is a topic of interest. Willy's troubles
are one focus of the play, but we cannot talk about Willy's troubles without also discussing
those which involve the remainder of his family and acquaintances as he has impact on
them. Even his neighbor, Charlie, is directly affected by his association with Willy Loman.
It is, I believe, Miller's intention in the substance and setting of Death of a Salesman to
represent Willy's conflict, dilemma, and eventual breakdown. And though Willy's actions
structure that of the play -- indeed, we might say that the play itself is an expression of its
central character -- Willy can only be discussed in his relation to everything else in the play.
It is this focus that was made the subject of the reading class in our work on Death
of a Salesman. The assignment was not originally a popular one; this is no textbook on
reading methods. Based on their area of major concentration, I assign each student to a
group and ask them to read the play with a particular focus. Marketing Education majors
are asked to concentrate on Willy Loman as salesperson and father; home economics majors
are asked to consider the dynamics of the Loman family structure; art education majors are
asked to conceive of the play as a work of expressionist art; special education majors read
the play looking at the Loman sons as special education students, who, as troubled young
men, must have presented their teachers with behavioral and learning difficulties; and
technology education majors examined the world of work as exemplified in the play.
Students are asked to maintain a journal during their reading of the play in which they
address specifically the issues which they are assigned and, of course, other issues which the
play raises for them. During the first class session, groups meet and discuss their reading
of the play. This is an informed discussion based on journal work and focused topics. It is
an active discussion, based as it must be on what the students themselves already know: I
participate as a voyeur and eavesdropper, and have little to say.
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For the second class I ask students to prepare a rough draft for a paper on the topic
which their particular group has been assigned and which has been discussed during the first
class session. The audience for the writing is to be their fellow group members. John
Mayher notes that "The necessary commitment [to writing] is most likely to be developed
in a context where the writer is communicating with genuine readers ... other students in
the class are less likely to be perceived as experts, and hence more likely recipients of
genuine communications, particular communications of an informational sort ..." (Mayher,
1990, pp. 235-6). And we know that a good writer is one who writes. Good writers -- those
who write -- will be better able to teach writing. As students write their original written
journal entries, and as ideas develop in discussion, writing is perceived as the elaboration
of thought, or, as Vygotsky states, "... the development of maximally detailed written speech
requir[ing] what might be called deliberate semantics -- deliberate structuring of meaning"
(Vygotsky, 1962, p. 110). We begin class with a short discussion concerning the process in
which they engaged in the writing. Students often note that writing allows them to see their
ideas even as it led them to discover them in the first place. I then ask students in the
group to discuss each other's papers, to be critical readers. How well does each writer
communicate his/her ideas? How might communication be enhanced? How might ideas
be developed during the writing process and its critique? Of course, in discussing the papers
the critical reading of the play continues, as ideas are developed, refined, and revised.
Students discover how effectively their ideas have been communicated; they learn how
others have understood what they thought they have said, they hear what others have to say.
Writing is realized as thought, and the refinement of writing is the production and process
of thought.
I then ask students to return home and revise these papers again based now upon the
discussion of them in their groups. I found little reticence to do these revisions: reason had
been provided by the readers of them, and motivation by the growing interest in the
production/ communication of the ideas themselves. The process and the product had
become one. However, I qualify this next revision, by targeting its audience as consisting
of members of other groups.
During the next class meeting, each group, then, is given a variety of papers from the
separate groups. These revisions are again critically discussed within the particular groups,
but his time the discussion is informed by the differing perspectives on the play based on
the specific major concentration. This reading reveals how different interests produce
differing perspectives, and how similar perspectives may be expressed from different
interests. Students are asked to comment upon the papers in dialogical fashion: to present
a viewpoint rather than to deny one. One final revision is assigned, for which I choose to
be the reader. However, I assume this role not to offer a formal evaluation -- a grade -- of
the product, but rather, in dialogue with students, to discuss and to continue the process that
each has undertaken and the knowledge that they have produced. It is time to move to the
next series of ideas.

It is interesting to consider a number of things both I and students learned during this
experience. First, as I walked about listening to conversations, I noted how each group was
discussing exactly the same topic. One wouldn't have known upon what basis the groups
had been separated based on the discussions which were taking place. And though the
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papers were focused on specific topics, they all addressed the same issues. Secondly, I could
not have better directed this conversation had I assumed the traditional role of teacher in
such an environment, though I must admit to some discomfort at my seeming lack of activity
at the center of the classroom. Students dialogued with each other about their ideas and
concerns about Death of a Salesman and, in that process, discovered and developed those
ideas. Thirdly, though many students had either read or seen the play previously, they
expressed new insight as a result of this discussion with colleagues. Learning was no longer
a solitary exercise, but a social experience informed by a variety of different cultural
influences. Fourth, students -- when given a purpose, interested and informed readers, and
no threat of immediate and ultimate evaluation -- did not hesitate to (re)write and (re)write.
Finally, students learned that reading the play Death of a Salesman not only required
knowledge but produced it as well. Death of a Salesman, students learned, is not about a
salesman, nor a family, nor special education, et al. Rather, it is about all of these because
it is one man's portrayal of life. And that life cannot be rationalized into particular
disciplines because these people's lives are of a whole, tragically fragmented as they seem
to be. Willy cannot be discussed as a parent or husband outside his functioning as a
salesperson, nor can he be situated as a salesperson outside the portrayal of work in the
play. What we learned was that Willy Loman could be conceptualized as a whole person,
though he himself was tragically split. And we recognized that knowledge of Willy Loman
was not specialized and particular to a specific discipline, separated out from the rest of
experience, but must be revealed as integrated with it.
Hence, in the technological institution which Stout is, and where career preparation
is the primary -- indeed, often sole -- focus, we offer in the reading class a means of
approaching the particular major concentration by revealing how it is integral to the entire
social fabric, how its subject matter is not a precipitate which can be filtered and isolated
for study, but must be recognized in solution and discussed in that context. This is done in
the process of reading which is learning which is reading. Bertolt Brecht has said, "You who
are starving, grab hold of the book: It's a weapon" (in Giroux, 1988, p. 74). It is the book
as potential text which gives it force, and it is the pedagogy of reading which actualizes that
power in the reader. I have no doubt that though students' discussions in their work with
Death of a Salesman were informed by their knowledge in their particular disciplines, they
were not able to confront the text in isolation of all else they knew of the world from
outside of that discipline. Indeed, their reading was informed by it: "I noticed," one student
said, "how much I felt like Willy and Biff: I've been taking all these courses to be a teacher
and I'm not sure if I really want to do that or be a master carpenter." That student had
read, had learned, and learned to read. He didn't need an 'A'.
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